ABSTRACT – **Background and Objectives:** Individual differences in vulnerability to suicidal ideation have been recently addressed to internal working models of attachment. However, to date, research has mainly focused on adolescents. Few studies have investigated the role of adult attachment and personality dimensions in suicidal ideation, either examined from a mediational perspective. In this study, we aimed at testing a theoretical model in which Self/other perception mediates between personality and suicidal ideation in young adults.

**Methods:** Dimensions of Attachment (self/other perception), Personality (the Big Five factor model), and Suicidal Ideation (hopelessness and depression) were assessed in a community sample of 319 young adults from Northern Italy. Structural Equation Modeling and mediation analysis were conducted. Controlling for demographic variables (i.e., gender, age, education, and job), we tested three structural models.

**Results:** The final model confirmed our hypothesis that self/other perception mediates between personality (high neuroticism and low extraversion) and suicidal ideation, providing excellent fit to data.

**Conclusions:** In line with the conceptual framework of the Attachment Theory, findings suggest that failure to resolve attachment-related distress is related to the emergence of negative self/other models in adults. Such internal models are likely to attenuate the association between neuroticism and extraversion with depressive symptoms, hopelessness and suicidal ideation.
Introduction

Research investigating Suicidal Ideation (SI) in young adults has most consistently indicated depression and hopelessness as major predictors\(^1\)-\(^3\). In particular, Beck\(^4\) conceptualized hopelessness as a core element of the “cognitive triad of depression”. The Beck Hopelessness Scale\(^5\) is the most generally employed measure of hopelessness. Research in both clinical and non-clinical populations\(^6\) supports a positive relationship between BHS scores and measures of depression, suicidal intent, and current SI.

Individual differences in vulnerability to depression, hopelessness, and SI have been recently addressed to internal working models of attachment\(^7\)-\(^9\). The Attachment Theory\(^10\)-\(^13\) posits that internal working models are mental representations shaped on early experiences with caregivers, guiding the individuals’ thoughts, beliefs, and behaviors\(^14\). According to Bartholomew\(^15\), two dimensions of internal working models, i.e. the Self (perceived self-worthiness vs. reliance on other’s judgment) and the Other (seek for closeness vs. avoidance), yield four prototypic patterns: Secure, preoccupied, fearful, and dismissing. Consistent with this theoretical framework, significant individual differences in the organization of stressful experience are expected throughout the lifespan. Previous studies reported that adults with less secure attachment styles are more likely to show less self-confidence and higher levels of negative affect\(^16\).

However, to date, research has mainly focused on the role of attachment in adolescents’ psychopathology and suicidality\(^17\),\(^18\). Few studies have investigated the role of attachment styles in SI in adults. Recent investigations\(^19\) examined the relation between attachment styles and mental disorders in a national representative sample. The authors found that individuals with less secure attachment styles provided higher scores at measures of suicidal ideation, attempt, and mental disorders, supporting results from previous literature\(^20\). More recently, another study\(^21\) measured attachment security and social adjustment in relation to suicide attempt and major depressive episodes, finding that less secure attachment predicted increased risk of suicide attempt in depressed adults.

Interestingly, significant correlations between adult attachment dimensions and the Big Five factors of personality have been observed\(^22\)-\(^24\). In particular, previous studies showed that attachment security is negatively correlated with neuroticism, a personality trait that involves several negative emotions\(^25\), and positively correlated with extraversion, a trait associated with positive emotionality\(^26\). Nevertheless, to date, the specific role of adult working models of attachment and personality traits in hopelessness and SI has yet to be sufficiently clarified, either examined from a mediational perspective.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the relations among dimensions of adult attachment, personality, and SI from a mediational perspective. All measured variables, as well as the underlying latent structural model, were tested in a sample of adults from the community. In particular, on the basis of previous literature, we hypothesized that young adults’ internal working models, measured through self and other perception, mediate between the Big Five-neuroticism and –extraversion factors of personality and SI. Depressive symptoms and hopelessness were considered indicators of SI, as reported in previous research\(^27\),\(^28\). In order to determine the adequacy of the model fit to the empirical data, we postulated a specific relationship pattern a priori and then tested the hypothesis statistically. Finally, we tested mediation in order to identify a more comprehensive framework explaining direct and indirect effects among the three dimensions.
Method

Participants

In the first half of 2013, 319 young adults, 173 males and 146 females participated to the study. Participants were from the local communities of two regions in the North of Italy, i.e. Lombardia and Veneto, either known to the authors or recruited via word of mouth. They participated on voluntary basis, and no economic compensation was provided. Informed consent was obtained, and the right to privacy was respected. Yet, all subjects were treated according to the guidelines of the World Health Organization and the declaration of Helsinki. Participants were aged 18 to 35 years, and no differences were found between the age of males (mean = 25.80; SD = 3.74) and the age of females (mean = 26.22; SD = 4.06) (t(317) = 0.95; p = 0.34). All participants were from middle class with various socio-economic backgrounds. No differences were found in the years of education ($\chi^2(2) = 3.56; p = 0.16$) and in the working status ($\chi^2(1) = 0.19; p = 0.65$). Socio-demographic characteristics are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Males (N = 173)</th>
<th>Females (N = 146)</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>25.80 ± 3.74$^a$</td>
<td>26.22 ± 4.06$^a$</td>
<td>t(317) = 0.95</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 3.56$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 8</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 13</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 13</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi^2(1) = 0.19$</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Values shown as mean ± SD.

Instruments

Depressive symptoms were measured by the Beck Depression Inventory Second Edition (BDI-II: 29), a 21-item self-report. The internal consistency was assessed by means of Cronbach’s Alpha (0.92). Respondents choose statements that reflect how they have felt over the past 2 weeks. BDI-II scores range between 0 and 63; categorical depression ratings are “minimal” (0-13), “mild” (14-19), “moderate” (20-28), and “severe” (29-63). The authors found, in their assessed clinical sample, a cut-off of 17 or greater with a 93% true-positive rate and a 18% false-positive rate.

Hopelessness was measured through the Beck Hopelessness Scale (BHS: 1, 5), a 20-item true or false self-report scale developed to operationalize the construct of hopelessness. Responding to the 20 true or false items on the BHS, individuals can either endorse a pessimistic statement or deny an optimistic statement. The BHS may be used as a proxy indicator of suicide potential. Studies on the Italian population were carried out$^{30}$ and led
to successful validation of the scale. In order to increase the response sensitivity, we replaced the original true/false response format with a five-point Likert-type one, including two extreme options of “Very Strongly Disagree” (zero) and “Very Strongly Agree” (four). The measure of Hopelessness was obtained through reversing the scoring of positive items, and then summing the 20 items to yield a total score ranging from 0 to 80. In this sample the instrument showed a good reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.83).

The 9 Attachment Profile (9AP: Candilera, 2007) was used to measure attachment. The 9AP is a semi-projective test for assessing the quality of interpersonal relationships based on self/other perception and internal working models of adult attachment. Bowlby’s notion of attachment representation involves ideas regarding both the self and others. A person’s representation of the self and of others can be characterized by one of two orientations, i.e. positive or negative. This measure consists of seven basic pictures. Each picture represents a situation with one black figure and one or more white figures in different environments. The presentation of each picture is accompanied from two equal lists of nine differential semantics. On the first list, participants rate each of the differential semantics representing their self-perception on a 9-point scale. On the second list, participants’ perception of the others is evaluated. The 9AP provides 18 bipolar scales regarding psychological and emotional constructs, 9 self-related and 9 other-related: Acceptance–rejection, friendliness–hostility, power–submission, security–insecurity, availability–unavailability, calm–agitation, satisfaction–dissatisfaction, independence–dependence, lack of competition–competition. Higher scores correspond to the first term of each bipolar scale (positive representation), lower scores to the second term (negative representation). In sum, we used the two general indicators, Self-perception (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.91) and Other-perception (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.89), scored by adding up the respective scores on the nine self-related and the nine other-related scales, respectively.

The Zuckerman-Kuhlman-Aluja Personality Questionnaire (ZKA-PQ: 32) was used to assess personality. It is a 200-item questionnaire based on the theoretical constructs of the alternative Five-factor model of personality. The instrument measures aggressiveness (physical aggression, verbal aggression, anger, and hostility), activity (work compulsion, general activity, restlessness, and work energy), extraversion (positive emotions, social warmth, exhibitionism, and sociability), neuroticism (anxiety, depression, dependency, and low self-esteem), and sensation seeking (thrill and adventure seeking, experience seeking, disinhibition, and boredom susceptibility/impulsivity). Adequate Alphas were reported for all factors (aggressiveness: 78 to .81; extraversion: .76 to .73; activity: .75 to .75; neuroticism: .74 to .79; sensation seeking: .70 to .72).

Statistical Analyses

Differences in socio-demographic characteristics were assessed through two-tailed t-tests and Pearson’s correlations for continuous variables, and chi-square tests with Yates’s correction where appropriate for categorical variables.

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was employed. SEM relies on several statistical tests to determine the adequacy of the model fit to the empirical data. On the basis of the existing literature and consistently with the relevant theory, the researcher is asked to anticipate and test several relationship patterns. In SEM, it is possible to analyze relations between observed variables and latent vari-
ables in addition to a measurement model. The measurement model specifies hypotheses about the relations between a set of observed variables and the unobserved variables or constructs that they were designed to measure. Yet, the structural equation model permits directional predictions among a set of independent or a set of dependent variables, and specifies the pattern of these relations regardless of whether they are observed or latent, allowing for a direct test of the theory of interest.33

We used the following criteria to evaluate the overall goodness-of-fit. The \( \chi^2 \) value close to zero indicates little difference between the expected and observed covariance matrices, with the probability level greater than 0.05, evidencing the absence of meaningful unexplained variance. Moreover, to estimate a better goodness of fit, due to the fact that \( \chi^2 \) is sensitive to sample size, we calculated the ratio of \( \chi^2 \) to degrees of freedom. In addition to the \( \chi^2/\text{df} \) test, we utilized the Goodness-of-fit Index (GFI; 34), the Comparative Fit Index (CFI; 35), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI; 36), the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA; 37) and the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR; 34). Indicators of a well-fitting model are evidenced by GFI, CFI and TLI greater than 0.95, RMSEA less than 0.06, and SRMR less than 0.08.38-40

We also tested mediation. Mediation is a process that links three variables, namely predictor, mediator, and outcome.41,42 In a structural model including multiple indicators for unobserved latent variables, and at least three (or more) latent variables, it is possible to assume a model with a latent predictor variable (A), a latent mediator variable (B), and a latent outcome variable (C). In this case mediation refers to a framework explaining a more complex causal process among all three variables. In mediation, there is a direct effect between an independent variable and a dependent variable, and there are indirect effects between an independent variable and a mediator variable, and between a mediator variable and a dependent variable. The mediation effect is the degree to which the direct effect changes when the researcher includes a mediator variable.43

We followed the recommendations provided by Baron and Kenny, assuming four characteristics of mediation: The significant relation between X (predictor) and Y (outcome) (c), the relation between X (predictor) and M (mediator) (a), the effect of the mediator on the outcome after controlling for the predictor (b), and the remaining effect of X on Y after accounting for M (c'). This effect is zero in full mediation, while in partial mediation the magnitude of the effect can vary. c must be greater than c', and if a and b are significant and c' remains significant but c' < c, a partial mediation process is supported.44

All analyses were carried out using SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). In the case of SEM, we used AMOS 16.0 (AMOS: Analysis of Moment Structures) and maximum likelihood estimation.45

Results

The descriptive statistics and zero-order correlations between the variables are presented in Table 2.

We first tested a model including all observed variables: Depression and hopelessness as indicators of Suicidal Ideation, self/other perception as indicators of Attachment, and aggressiveness, activity, neuroticism, extraversion and sensation seeking as indicators of Personality. All fitted indices were statistically irrelevant (\( \chi^2(24) = 181.12 \) (p = 0.000); \( \chi^2/\text{df} = 7.54 \); GFI = 0.89; TLI = 0.54; CFI =...
Factor loadings were particularly low on aggressiveness (0.8), activity (.14), and sensation seeking (.15). The model was rejected.

Subsequently, we tested a second model in which aggressiveness, activity and sensation seeking were excluded. Nevertheless, we tested the relation between Personality and Suicidal Ideation (path $a$), under the condition that the path $b$ was constrained to zero, i.e. that path $b$ was not estimated. Also this model was not satisfactory, producing fit indices as follows: $\chi^2(7) = 45.78$ (p = <0.001); $\chi^2/df$ = 6.54; GFI = 0.95; TLI = 0.76; CFI = 0.89; RMSEA = 0.13; SRMR = 0.07. Both the paths were statistical significant, between Personality and Suicidal Ideation (-0.56), and between Personality and Attachment (0.63), as indicated in the measurement model by self/other perception.

Finally, in order to establish mediation, we tested a model in which path $b$ was estimated. This allowed us to test the mediation of Attachment between Personality and Suicidal Ideation. The fit of the model to the data was excellent ($\chi^2(6) = 10.53$ (p = 0.08); $\chi^2/df$ = 1.75; GFI = 0.98; TLI = 0.96; CFI = 0.98; RMSEA = 0.04; SRMR = 0.03). The structural coefficient from Personality to Suicidal Ideation considerably decreased, toward almost zero, and it was statistical insignificant (-0.03), while the structural coefficient from Attachment to Suicidal Ideation increased (-0.66), and all the fit indices improved significantly, providing evidence that the structures of the two models are different, and confirming our hypothesis.

The estimates of measurement model and the structural coefficients, in standardized metric for an easier interpretation, are depicted in Fig. 1. The loadings of indicator variables on the latent variables were all statistically significant.

### Discussion

The data support a theoretical model in which self- and other-perceptions mediate between the Big Five-neuroticism and extraversion traits and predictors of SI, i.e. depressive symptoms and hopelessness, in young adults from the community. We ob-

| Table 2: Descriptive Statistics and Zero-Order Correlations |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | Means | SD  | 2    | 3    | 4    | 5    | 6    | 7    | 8    | 9    |
| 1. Depression (BDI-II) | 6.07  | 4.23 | .49  | -.32 | -.31 | .04  | .03  | -.21 | .19  | -.05 |
| 2. Hopelessness (BHS)   | 17.02 | 4.09 | -.33 | -.32 | .07  | .04  | -.25 | .24  | -.02 |
| 3. Self perception (9AP) | 333.07 | 42.80 | .45  | .04  | .32  | .33  | -.13 | .24  |
| 4. Other perception (9AP) | 319.55 | 43.66 | .07  | .31  | .30  | -.12 | .22  |
| 6. Activity (ZKA-PQ)   | 108.83 | 11.56 | .12  | -.06 | -.07 |
| 7. Extraversion (ZKA-PQ) | 121.07 | 15.00 | -.48 | .15  |
| 8. Neuroticism (ZKA-PQ) | 91.40 | 19.43 | .10  |
| 9. Sensation seeking (ZKA-PQ) | 100.83 | 18.91 | | | | | | | |
served significant associations only when the mediator, i.e. Attachment, was entered into the model, attenuating the role of Personality.

These findings are in line with the conceptual framework of the Attachment Theory\textsuperscript{13}, suggesting positive associations between individuals’ attachment security and psychological functioning. Consistently, results from previous studies\textsuperscript{46-48} support the role of early life experiences in shaping the individuals’ personality and psychological adjustment throughout the lifespan.

Accordingly, we found that young adults characterized by negative models of the self and the others are more likely to develop depressive symptoms and hopelessness, and to be more exposed to suicidal risk and ideation. One possible reason for such greater vulnerability may be a predisposition for these conditions in the face of stress, negative affect, and interpersonal difficulties, as evidenced elsewhere\textsuperscript{49-51}. Yet, the overlap between suicidal behavior and insecure attachment could be interpreted as result of failure to resolve attachment-related distress, leading to the emergence of depressive symptoms, negative models of the self and the others, and lack of future expectations\textsuperscript{17}.

Moreover, in the theoretical framework of the Attachment Theory, adult working models are conceived as stabilized cognitive constructs with regulatory function to personality and interpersonal behavior\textsuperscript{18}. Accordingly, our model seems to suggest that individuals characterized by high neuroticism and low extraversion may be more likely to interpret experiences and behaviors on the basis of negative attachment patterns, with greater
possibility of developing psychopathology and predisposing to suicidality. 

Interestingly, aggressiveness, activity and sensation seeking showed irrelevant loadings, and were excluded from the final model. These results are in line with previous literature indicating on the one hand significant correlations between attachment security and extraversion, and attachment insecurity and neuroticism, and on the other hand minor associations with the other personality traits included in the Big Five factor model.

Nevertheless, our findings indicate a differentiation of personality and attachment dimensions in vulnerability to SI, in line with previous literature. In fact, some suggested that an overlap between the two measures would be problematic, implying that attachment is redundant with major dimensions of personality, and research has consistently showed that “although there is some overlap or connection between attachment dimensions and the Big Five scales [...], the Big Five account for less than half of the variance in each attachment dimension”, and “the two sets of measures are not redundant”.

Although our findings cannot address specific implications for therapeutic interventions, they support the role of attachment as potential therapeutic target to prevent suicidal behavior in the context of depression, especially in individuals with higher levels of hopelessness. An unresolved issue is the extent to which temperament, genetic, and other personality constructs may contribute to clarify the relations between the three dimensions investigated. Future research should implement more comprehensive methods and samples to test relations among these variables, in order to increase knowledge and provide guidelines for successful intervention.

The present study has some notable limitations. First, it should be noted that participants were recruited through word of mouth, and selected on voluntary basis, within the same age range and resident in the same geographic area. A more heterogeneous sample selection would allow a better understanding of the role of social demographic characteristics and provide higher reliability. Second, we employed a community sample, and we consider critical for future research to test the mediational role of adult attachment between personality and predictors of SI on clinical samples. Third, although showing good psychometric properties, it is possible that the self-reported nature of data could have biased results by misleading or spurious correlations, and research integrating different instruments and procedures is needed. Finally, it is not possible to confirm the observed relations in terms of causal effects, given the cross-sectional nature of data. More research is needed to clarify the role of depressive feelings in affecting adult self/other perception, and possible repercussions to attachment-related stress.
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